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Abstract

This paper presents an agent-based computational model of the crowd containment tactic known
as kettling, which involves cordons of police officers surrounding a crowd of protesters in order
to restrict its movement. Our model uses steering behavior techniques to simulate a series of
simple scenarios in which an unorganized group of protester agents clash with an opposing
group of police agents holding position in a stationary, multiple-rank line formation. We
investigate the stability and penetrability of the police formation and how they are influenced by
the formation’s thickness (number of layers) as well as the specific behavioral strategy employed
by individual police agents – whether using global or local references, or combinations of both.
Our results show that a strategy using purely global references produces optimal performance,
while increasing the number of formation layers enables strategies using combined references to
approach this optimum to different degrees.
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1

Introduction

Agent-based models are increasingly being used to simulate crowd behavior, ranging from the
simple walking behavior of pedestrians in crowded spaces [1] to evacuation scenarios under
panic conditions [2]. In an agent-based crowd model, each individual in the crowd is represented
by an autonomous software agent that employs some method of locomotion in order to navigate
its environment. A widely-used approach is the rule-based technique, in which an agent applies a
set of simple behavioral rules based on local information to determine its next velocity. Such
rules typically include a means by which the agent moves to a desired destination and avoids
collisions with obstacles or other agents. The seminal work of Reynolds on the flocking of
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“boids” [3] showed how rule-based techniques can produce natural-looking, self-organized
formation of implicit groups without a leader. Reynolds has since adapted this flocking model
for generalized agents [4], introducing a variety of rules called steering behaviors, each
describing a specific type of movement. Using combinations of these behaviors, agents can be
made to perform a wide range of high-level tasks, depending on the needs of the model.

In this paper, we are interested in the modeling of human agents belonging to an explicit group in
which the members are in a well-defined formation. Specifically, we have made use of the
steering behaviors framework [4] to develop a simple model of the crowd containment tactic
known as kettling, which involves cordons of police officers standing shoulder to shoulder in a
tight line formation in order to block the passage of a large group of protesters (the formation
used in this tactic is also analogous to the phalanx formation used in ancient warfare or to
defensive lines in certain team sports such as rugby or gridiron football). In order to simulate this
coordinated formation, we introduce a new steering behavior Formation, (a variation of the
Leader-following behavior presented in [4]) which steers an agent to a specified offset relative to
another agent, allowing it to maintain a position directly adjacent to the reference agent. (While
this paper is concerned with the simulation of a stationary line formation of agents, the utility of
the Formation steering behavior is not limited to this application but to any group of agents
maintaining a specific formation geometry, allowing for the modeling of a wide range of
scenarios.) We consider different behavioral strategies to be employed by police agents in
maintaining their formation – whether referencing an agent’s static initial position in global
coordinates, or using local references to adjacent agents in conjunction with global information –
and conduct simulation experiments on our model to evaluate each strategy’s performance in a
hypothetical scenario where the group of protesters attempt to break through and escape the
kettling formation. Performance is measured using specific indices related to the formation’s
penetrability (based on the cumulative escapes of protester agents) and stability (based on police
agents’ average deviation from their ideal positions).

Our proposed model is conceptual in nature and should therefore not be assessed based on the
ability to make rigorous predictions regarding crowd behavior in a real-world kettling situation.
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Rather, its purpose is more to gain insight into the dynamics of a crowd containment scenario
(e.g., determining the variables involved and the degrees to which they influence the resulting
behavior), as well as to underline the potential value of using agent-based modeling in the study
and development of police crowd control techniques.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of literature regarding formation
control in agent-based crowd models, followed by a summary of riot control simulators for
military training applications, then by a review of the specific crowd control tactic of kettling and
its use by police in the real world. Section 3 briefly describes the general architecture of our
crowd model and the steering behaviors implemented. Section 4 details how the kettling scenario
is defined and the design of our simulation experiments. In Section 5, we present our experiment
results. In Section 6, we give a discussion of these results and conclude the paper.

2

Related Work

The behavior-based approach to modeling agent formations involves the prescription of a set of
elementary, locally-reactive control behaviors for each agent, where each behavior has a specific
low-level task such as goal-seeking, collision avoidance, or formation maintenance. These
behaviors are simultaneously active and do not compete for selection – rather a weighted
combination of each behavior’s desired control output determines an agent’s selected action in a
given moment. The flocking of “boids” in Reynolds’ model [3] works by combining three
distinct behaviors: Separation for collision avoidance with neighboring agents; Cohesion to
move toward the average position of neighboring agents; and Alignment to steer toward the
average heading of neighboring agents. The combination of these behaviors using strictly local
information results in a moving albeit unstructured formation of agents while avoiding collisions.
Tanner et al. [5] propose a variant flocking model in which agents have a determinate place
within the group formation based on a connected graph that defines an explicit set of “preferred”
neighbors for each agent.
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The control of mobile robots in well-defined formation geometries has also been dealt with using
the behavior-based approach. A study by Monteiro and Bicho [6] propose using nonlinear
attractor dynamics to model the control architecture that enables a group of three robots to move
in triangular formation while avoiding obstacles. In [7], Yun et al. present a number of behaviorbased algorithms that enables a group of physical, non-holonomically constrained mobile robots
to arrange themselves in a line or circle formation. In [8], Balch and Arkin present a behaviorbased mechanism controlling a small group of robots to navigate an obstacle-laden environment
while maintaining one of four possible formations: line, column, diamond, and wedge. Different
techniques for formation referencing are also considered: leader-reference, unit-center reference,
and neighbor-reference. They demonstrated the performance of their mechanism using mobile
robots in the laboratory as well as Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) in the field.

While these studies among numerous others propose solutions for formation control in a small
group of mobile robots, the problem of formation control in large groups of human-like agents is
less explored. In [9], Takahashi et al. propose a method of formation control using spectral graph
theory. They demonstrated how their method can be used to animate a marching band in
transitioning formations, tactical formations in a soccer game, as well as artistic formations of a
large crowd of individuals.

The use of agent-based models to simulate scenarios related to riot control has been explored in a
number of studies, most notably in the context of non-combat military operations. Varner et al.
[10] have developed a training simulator for use by the United States Marine Corps to train
squad leaders for non-combat peacekeeping missions. The simulator provides the trainee with a
simulated urban environment wherein they must interact in real-time with a crowd of locals that
respond to the trainee’s actions. Given a specific situation background and rules of engagement
for the training exercise, the trainee is tasked with pacifying the crowd by inputting actions such
as issuing verbal instructions to the crowd or employing lethal or non-lethal munitions. Upon
resolution of the situation, the trainee’s actions are reviewed by an instructor. More recently,
McKenzie et al. [11] are in the process of developing an interactive crowd simulation for realtime tactical training in a variety of military mission scenarios involving crowds of non-
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combatants. Their simulation is designed to be interoperable with existing military simulations
and makes use of commercial gaming technology to render the urban terrain and the physical
behaviors of the crowd. They also intend to draw on various psychological studies as the basis
for the cognitive model of the crowd’s behavior.
With regard to the specific crowd control tactic of kettling used by law enforcement, to our
knowledge, there are no existing studies that deal with its modeling though computer simulation.
In this regard, this paper presents a novel area of research. Kettling is defined as “a police
method for management of large demonstrations”, in which “cordons of police contain a crowd
within a limited area” [12]. Use of the tactic has seen a rise in recent years despite much
controversy surrounding its legality and indiscriminate use by police [13]. The earliest
documented use of the tactic occurred in 1986 when police in Hamburg, Germany cordoned and
detained more than 800 protesters for up to 13 hours [14]. In this instance, the kettling formation
was stationary. However, kettling can take on a mobile form where police position themselves to
surround an entire group of protesters as it marches, controlling its route and starting and
stopping at will. This type of kettling, known in Germany as wanderkessel (“wander kettle”),
saw use again by Hamburg police in 2007 [15]. In order to maintain such a dynamic form of
control, large numbers of police are necessary – possibly outnumbering the protesters. A more
recent variation of kettling called “bridge kettling” involves police using the mobile kettle to
force the march of a group of protesters toward a large bridge on top of an urban river, where the
kettling formation stops and the protesters are detained. In this case, the surrounding water serves
as a barrier to individuals attempting to escape. This type of kettling was seen on the Guillotère
bridge in Lyons, France, and on Westminster Bridge in London, UK, both in 2010 [15]. Yet
another type of kettling known as “hyper kettling” involves the surrounding police cordons
progressively reducing the confinement area to a smaller space, compressing the protesters
against each other and any available structures. This type of kettling was used by British police
on protesters in Bolton, UK, in 2010 [15].

3

Framework
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Our model operates under the aforementioned steering behaviors framework of Reynolds [4] and
extends the work of Schnellhammer and Feilkas who have authored a Java build of the basic
agent model in Reynolds’ framework [16]. In this framework, the behavior of an agent is
composed of three layers: action-selection, steering, and locomotion. The first layer determines
what steering behaviors are employed by the agent based on its top-level scenario-specific goals;
the second layer determines the agent’s velocity at a given timestep, computing the overall force
vector from the individual steering forces produced by the agent’s active steering behaviors; the
third layer updates the agent’s position in the simulation environment based on its computed
velocity. Each steering behavior is qualified to a certain type of force fj with weight wj to
produce the resultant force fi of each agent i.
f i   wij f ij

(1)

j

Behaviors that take the presence of nearby agents into account have a radius attribute, which
determines the size of the local neighborhood from which to search for relevant agents. This
radius roughly translates to the real-world idea of a “personal bubble” extending from an
individual, within which intrusions by other persons provoke a reaction in the individual [17] –
for example, by altering its walking trajectory to avoid a collision.

The simulation environment is an empty two-dimensional space that is closed on all sides; hence
the edges represent impassable walls. Each agent in our model is represented by a filled circle
whose diameter represents the shoulder breadth of an adult human, which we have taken to be
0.5m and is homogeneous for all agents. The fill color of the circle represents the agent’s group
membership. A small black triangle at the edge of the circle points to the direction of the agent’s
steering force in a given timestep. Each agent has the attributes Vmax for its maximum velocity,
Fmax for its maximum acceleration, and m for its mass. We have fixed Vmax to a unit vector and
Fmax to a magnitude of 0.2 for all agents; while m is normalized to be fixed to one unit. Based on
our assumed value of 0.5m for the agent diameter and a typical value for human walking speed
of 1.3m/s [18], we have calibrated our agent model such that one simulation second represents
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the time interval in which a lone, unhindered agent can move a distance of 1.3m in the
simulation space.

Each agent holds a static list of steering behaviors that it employs. At every simulation timestep,
each active steering behavior in the list produces a steering force vector scaled by the respective
behavior’s weight before they are summed to obtain the total steering force, whose length is then
truncated to the agent’s maximum force Fmax and divided by the agent’s mass m to get the
agent’s acceleration. This acceleration is added to the agent’s current velocity, truncated by the
agent’s maximum velocity Vmax to get its new velocity, which is then used to update its position
in the simulation space.

Steering behaviors used in our model are: Seek, Separation, and Formation. The first two are
implemented as defined in [4s]. The following is a brief description of each of these behaviors as
well as variations used in our model.

1. Seek: This behavior allows steering to a specified static target position in global space.
The steering force is based on the current velocity of the agent and the position of its
target. The desired velocity of an agent is expressed as a vector pointing from the agent to
the target, scaled to the agent’s maximum velocity. The current velocity of the agent is
then subtracted from the desired velocity to get the resulting steering force. If pi(t) and
vi(t) are the current position and current velocity of agent i, and e(t) is the target position,
then the Seek steering force (as illustrated in Figure 1) is given by:
i
i
t   Vmax
f Seek

e(t )  p i (t )
 v i (t )
i
e(t )  p (t )

(2)
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Figure 1: The steering force produced by the Seek behavior is the vector difference between the agent’s desired
velocity (the vector pointing from the agent to the target position) and its current velocity, as given in [2].

Our model also makes use of a modified Seek behavior EdgeSeek which produces a
steering force in the direction perpendicular to a specific edge of the environment from
the given agent, i.e., an agent i at position pi(t) with coordinates (xit, yit) at time t using
EdgeSeek will have a target position e(t) with coordinates (xmin, yit) if seeking the left
edge, (xmax, yit) if seeking the right edge, (xit, ymin) if seeking the top edge, or (xit, ymax) if
seeking the bottom edge, toward which the agent is steered using (2).

2. Separation: This behavior enables an agent to maintain a certain distance from other
agents by means of a repulsive force from the direction of each nearby agent within the
behavior’s radius. The repulsive force vector is obtained by subtracting the position of the
nearby agent from the computing agent. Multiple repulsive forces from several nearby
agents are combined to produce the overall steering force (Figure 2). In our model, this
behavior is used to produce the pushing effect generated by collisions between agents
rather than for collision avoidance. This is implemented by setting the behavior’s radius
to twice the agent radius (i.e., the computing agent will only react via Separation to a
neighboring agent if the distance between their circumferences is zero). If superscript k
represents nearby agents, then the Separation steering force is given by:
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(3)

Our model also has distinct variants of Separation for in-group agents and out-group
agents – the former only considers neighboring agents belonging to the same group while
the latter only considers neighboring agents not from the same group. The two variants
can be active concurrently and can have differing weights and radii. Finally, our model
makes use of a Separation behavior with respect to a closed edge of the environment,
producing an inward repulsive force perpendicular to the length of the edge.

n2

Separation
radius

n1

f

2

f1

f

k

Figure 2: The steering force produced by the Separation behavior is the vector sum of the repulsive forces
generated from each neighboring agent within the behavior’s radius.

3. Formation: This behavior is implemented as an offset Seek to a reference agent. The
offset is a vector in local coordinates, defined by the initial displacement between the
actor agent and the reference agent in the kettling formation. The steering force produced
by the Formation behavior is a Seek force directed toward the offset point relative to the
current position of the reference agent. Hence, if pi(t) and pr(t) are the positions of the
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actor agent i and the reference agent r at time t, then the target position e(t) for the Seek
force as defined in equation (2) is given by:



e(t )  p r (t )  p r (0)  pi (0)



(3)

Multiple Formation behaviors referencing different target agents can be concurrently
active for a single agent. This usage of the Formation behavior allows us to develop
different strategies for groups of agents to maintain their specific formation geometry.
These formation strategies are described in detail in the next section.

Formation
offset
Target
Ref.
position
agent

Steering
force
Agent

Current
velocity

Figure 3: The steering force produced by the Formation behavior is a Seek steering force directed toward the
position of a specific reference agent with an added offset.

4

Scenario and Experiment Design

The kettling scenario takes place in a closed-border rectangular area 25m long and 10m wide,
and involves two types of agents: police and protester. Police agents are red in color and stand
side by side (with no spaces in between) in a stationary, multiple-rank line formation on the right
side of the environment. Their top-level goal is to stay in place within their formation in
accordance with the designated formation strategy (to be detailed later in this section). Protester
agents are gray in color and have randomly-determined initial positions on the left side of the
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environment, at least 3m away from the front-most rank of the police formation. They are
individually-acting (i.e. they have no regard for other protester agents other than reacting to
collisions with them) but have a common top-level goal of moving toward any point on the right
edge of the environment, upon reaching which they are removed from the simulation. The initial
state of the kettling scenario is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Initial state of the kettling scenario, showing 200 protester agents (gray) and a two-rank formation of
police agents (red) with 20 agents in each rank.

Protester agents use the Separation and EdgeSeek behaviors with arbitrarily chosen weights of
95 and 5, respectively. Separation radius is set to twice the agent radius. Police agents on the
other hand have distinct Separation behaviors for in-group and out-group, each having a weight
of 40 but the former having a miniscule negative radius such that separation between police
agents only occurs when there is at least a one-pixel overlap between them. This is to allow
police agents to stand directly adjacent to each other without provoking a collision reaction. We
have set the behavior weights thusly based on preliminary experiments on the model, finding
suitable values that visually minimize overlapping between agents (occurring when Separation
weights are too weak) and such that protester agents are generally overpowered by police agents
but still exhibit an impulse to move to the goal edge.

The steering behaviors to be used by police agents for formation control are determined by the
formation strategy being employed by the group. A formation strategy consists of one or more
components among SP (static position reference), FF (frontal formation reference), and LF
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(lateral formation reference). Each component is simply a stipulation of a natural reference point
by an individual police agent for maintaining proximity and alignment with other police agents
in a multilayer cordon: the SP component stipulates a Seek behavior targeting the agent’s initial
position in global space; hence the formation is maintained by way of police agents attempting to
stay in their designated positions within the kettling formation. The FF component stipulates a
Formation behavior referencing the adjacent agent to its front; i.e. police agents attempt to
maintain positional alignment with agents directly in front of them. This component acts like a
glue connecting multiple ranks within the formation. The LF component stipulates two
Formation behaviors referencing lateral adjacent agents; i.e. police agents will attempt to
maintain positional alignment with the agents directly to their left and right. This component acts
like a glue between police agents in the same rank. The steering forces and corresponding targets
associated with each component are illustrated in Figure 5.

p1

p4
SPconst

a4

SP

FF
LF

a1

p2

p5
SPconst

LF
LF

SP

LF

a5
FF
LF

a2

LF

LF
p3

p6
SPconst

SP

a6

LF
a3

FF

Figure 5: A 2-rank formation with three police agents (red filled circles) in each rank, showing the steering forces
involved in each formation strategy component. Agents a1 to a3 are on the front-most rank while agents a4 to a6 are
on the subsequent rank. Each arrow labeled SP, FF, or LF shows the direction of a steering force that is active when
the formation strategy being employed has the respective component label in its name. SP forces steer toward
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agents’ initial positions while FF and LF forces have targets that move with their reference agents. The SPconst
forces of agents on the front-most rank (solid black arrows) are always active in all strategies

Deriving from these three components, we have defined six formation strategies: SP, FF, FF+SP,
LF+SP, FF+LF, and FF+LF+SP. These six strategies comprise an exhaustive set of possible
combinations of the three components (excluding the strategy consisting of the LF component
by itself, which is not viable for the purposes of this paper as it lacks the means for the police
agents to maintain the inter-rank structural integrity of the kettling formation). The formation
control behaviors prescribed by each strategy are described in Table 1. In all strategies, police
agents on the front-most rank always use the Seek behavior targeting their initial positions in
order for the entire group to remember its ideal position in the simulation space. Thus, police
agents on the front-most rank can be considered as leaders for the purpose of the group’s
formation control. Police agents on succeeding ranks can either reference adjacent police agents
in front of them or laterally using Formation and/or also use Seek to their initial positions.

Formation strategy

Description of formation control behaviors

Static position reference (SP)

All agents use Seek targeting their designated initial positions within the
kettling formation.

Frontal formation reference (FF)

Agents in the front-most rank use Seek targeting their initial positions.
Agents in succeeding ranks use Formation referencing the adjacent agents
to their front (in the previous rank).

Frontal formation + static
position reference (FF+SP)

All agents use Seek targeting their initial positions. Agents in succeeding
ranks use Formation referencing the adjacent agents to their front.

Lateral formation + static position
reference (LF+SP)

All agents use Seek targeting their initial positions and Formation
referencing the adjacent agents to their left and right

Combined formation reference
(FF+LF)

Agents in the front-most rank use Seek targeting their initial positions and
Formation referencing adjacent agents to their left and right. Agents in
succeeding ranks use Formation referencing the adjacent agents to their
front, left, and right.

Combined formation + static
position reference (FF+LF+SP)

Agents in the front-most rank use Seek targeting their initial positions.
Agents in succeeding ranks use Formation referencing adjacent agents to
their front. All agents use Formation referencing adjacent agents to their
left and right.

Table 1: The six strategies to be employed by police agents for maintaining the structure of the kettling formation,
with the corresponding formation control behaviors described.
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The specific combination of formation control behaviors used by a police agent depends on the
formation strategy being employed as well as the agent’s position within the kettling formation –
whether it is in the front-most rank or succeeding ranks, and whether it is positioned at the
middle or the end of the rank. In any particular case, a total weight of 20 is divided equally
among the set of behaviors prescribed (see Figure 6).
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All ranks

All positions

20 Seek (to initial position)

Front-most rank

All positions

20 Seek (to initial position)

Succeeding ranks

All positions

20 Formation (to front agent)

Front-most rank

All positions

20 Seek (to initial position)

Succeeding ranks

All positions

10 Seek (to initial position)
10 Formation (to front agent)
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FF

FF+SP

Middle

LF+SP

All ranks
End

Middle
Front-most rank
End

FF+LF
Middle
Succeeding ranks
End

Middle
Front-most rank

6.67 Seek (to initial position)
6.67 Formation (to left agent)
6.67 Formation (to right agent)
10 Seek (to initial position)
10 Formation (to left/right agent)
6.67 Seek (to initial position)
6.67 Formation (to left agent)
6.67 Formation (to right agent)
10 Seek (to initial position)
10 Formation (to left/right agent)
6.67 Formation (to front agent)
6.67 Formation (to left agent)
6.67 Formation (to right agent)
10 Formation (to front agent)
10 Formation (to left/right agent)
6.67 Seek (to initial position)
6.67 Formation (to left agent)
6.67 Formation (to right agent)

End

10 Seek (to initial position)
10 Formation (to left/right agent)

Middle

5 Seek (to initial position)
5 Formation (to front agent)
5 Formation (to left agent)
5 Formation (to right agent)

FF+LF+SP

Subsequent ranks
End

6.67 Seek (to initial position)
6.67 Formation (to front agent)
6.67 Formation (to left/right agent)

`

Figure 6: The set of steering behaviors used by a given police agent for formation control is determined by the
formation strategy being employed and the position of the agent within the formation, with a total weight of 20
distributed equally among the different behaviors.
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We conducted simulation experiments on our model using these six formation strategies for the
police agents as well as varying the number of ranks in the formation from two to five. A single
experiment run terminates after 600s in simulation time or when all protester agents have
escaped the environment. At each simulation timestep, the following performance indices are
recorded:

1. The protester crowd remainder Rt defined by the equation:

Rt  R0  Et

(4)

where R0 is the initial number of protester agents and Et is the cumulative number of protester
agents that have escaped (i.e. reached the right edge of the environment) at time t. This index
provides a measure of the kettling formation’s penetrability based on its rate of decrease and its
value when the index is in equilibrium over t; the latter providing an approximation of the
maximum protester crowd size that the particular kettling formation can contain indefinitely. A
lower rate of decrease and higher equilibrium value in this index indicates better performance
(less penetrability).

2. The mean formation deviation Dt of police agents, defined by the equation:

n

Dt 

 x
i 1

i0

 xit    yi 0  yit 
2

2

(5)

n

which is the average of the distance (in meters) of each police agent i from its initial position (xi0,
yi0) at time t over all n police agents. This index provides a measure of the stability of the kettling
formation based on how far police agents are displaced from their initial positions on average,
with lower values indicating better performance. A sustained value close to 0m in this index
indicates a highly stable formation, since a value of 0m implies all police agents are exactly in
their initial positions. In plotting this index, we take its time average for smoothing purposes.
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Results

Setting the number of formation ranks to four and the initial size of the protester crowd to 200,
we have tested our model using the six different formation strategies described in Section 4. First,
we will discuss our observations regarding the behavior of the kettling formation in each strategy,
followed by an analysis of their quantifiable performance with respect to the measures stated
previously in Section 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6: Snapshots of the simulation at 120s using different formation strategies. The SP strategy (a) shows a
largely unchanging formation shape with low penetrability. The FF+SP strategy (b) shows slightly uneven ranks in
the initial stages, but which eventually remain relatively straight in the latter stages. The FF strategy (c) exhibits
broken ranks of agents as well as the appearance of fissures along the depth of the formation (blue arrows). The
FF+LF+SP strategy (d) shows uneven but still discernible ranks of agents and the appearance of fissures along the
length of the formation (blue arrows). The LF+SP strategy (e) shows significant deformation in the formation ranks,
particularly in the rearmost rank, which often manifests a bulge within which several protester agents are trapped.
The FF+LF strategy (f) shows extreme deformation and positional displacement in the formation ranks, with the
rearmost rank often getting separated from the front ranks by a large group of protester agents which extends the
entire length of the formation.
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Visually, the SP strategy produces the most stable formation, followed closely by FF+SP then
by FF. In these three strategies, the entirety of the kettling formation is generally able to hold its
initial position in the simulation space. In the SP strategy, the ranks of the formation are clearly
visible at any given time, remaining mostly straight and unbroken (Figure 6a). The FF+SP
strategy shows slight deformations in the ranks, particularly in the initial stages when the
protester crowd is at its maximum, but eventually exhibits similar behavior to SP as the protester
crowd decreases in size (Figure 6b). On the other hand, the ranks of the formation produced by
the FF strategy are mostly crooked even in the latter stages. Narrow fissures along the depth
(longitudinal dimension) of the formation can also be seen (Figure 6c).

The remaining three formation strategies, namely LF+SP, FF+LF, and FF+LF+SP, share the
common characteristic of having a lateral formation reference component. Visually, FF+LF+SP
appears to be the most stable of the three, followed by LF+SP, then by FF+LF. In FF+LF+SP,
the ranks of the formation can get very crooked, especially the rearmost rank. Also, the
emergence of fissures along the length of the formation (between two ranks) can sometimes be
seen, trapping protester agents in small pockets within the formation (Figure 6d). In LF+SP,
these pockets of trapped protester agents can become much larger, often evolving to a single
large pocket that deforms the rearmost rank of the formation into a bulge (Figure 6e). Finally,
the FF+LF strategy visibly produces the least stable formation among all strategies. Upon initial
contact with the escaping protester crowd, the entire formation of police agents is pushed to the
edge of the simulation space, whereupon the front ranks start to recover to their ideal positions.
The rearmost rank, however, is usually unable to do the same and remains trapped near the edge,
creating a layer of protester agents that extends the entire length of the formation, sandwiched
between the rearmost rank and the front ranks (Figure 6f). This pattern persists until the number
of protester agents in this layer decreases, at which point the rearmost rank begins to reclaim its
position behind the front ranks. This emergent property of the FF+LF strategy in which the
rearmost rank gets separated from the front ranks can be observed using any number of ranks
from two to five.
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Crowd Remainder

As noted previously, the protester crowd remainder Rt is the initial number of protester agents R0
minus the cumulative number of protester agents that have escaped at time t. The rate of decrease
as well as the final value of this index for a given formation strategy provide an indication of the
degree of penetrability of the formation produced by the strategy in comparison with others. In 2rank formations with an initial protester crowd size R0 of 200 (Figure 7), we can see that the SP
and FF+SP strategies are the two best performers and actually have similar performance. They
are followed by the FF strategy which performs slightly worse; then there is a large gap in
performance to the remaining three strategies, FF+LF+SP, LF+SP, and FF+LF (in order of
decreasing performance), showing that strategies with the lateral formation reference component
are more easily penetrated by the protester agents.

Crowd remainder using different formation strategies (2 ranks)

Protester crowd remainder

200
SP
FF
FF+SP
LF+SP
FF+LF
FF+LF+SP

150

100

50

0

100

200

300
Time (s)

400

500

600

Figure 7: Crowd remainder index in 2-rank formations using different strategies, showing a large disparity in
performance between strategies with the lateral formation reference (LF) component and those that do not.
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Crowd remainder in increasing ranks of different formation strategies
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Figure 8: Each sub-chart shows the crowd remainder performance index over time for the respective formation
strategy in two to five ranks. FF+SP and FF show very little performance gain with an increase in ranks, while
strategies with the LF component (FF+LF+SP, LF+SP, and FF+LF) show larger performance gains, particularly
with an increase from two to three ranks. In all strategies, increasing the number of ranks beyond four shows
minimal performance gain.

When the number of ranks is increased to five while keeping the initial protester crowd size to
200, all strategies show improved performance, however some strategies show better
improvement than others. The SP strategy now outperforms the FF+SP strategy by a large
margin, and the FF strategy is now outperformed by the LF+SP and FF+LF+SP strategies,
leaving the FF+LF strategy as still the worst performer. Comparing the crowd remainder index
in increasing ranks of the different formation strategies (Figure 8), we see very little change in
the performance of the FF and FF+SP strategies, while there is a particularly large improvement
in the performance of the LF+SP, FF+LF, and FF+LF+SP strategies with an increase from two
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to three ranks. In other words, an increase in the number of ranks has smaller effect on strategies
with the frontal formation reference (FF) component but a larger effect on strategies with the
lateral formation reference (LF) component. In all strategies, however, an increase from four to
five ranks shows minimal improvement, suggesting that increasing the number of ranks beyond
four grants diminishing returns on performance gain in this index.

Table 2 shows the maximum protester crowd size that the kettling formation can contain over a
period of 600s using different formation strategies and increasing number of ranks. In order to
contain a protester crowd size of 100, the number of formation ranks necessary using the SP or
FF+SP strategies is three; four ranks are required if using the LF+SP strategy, and five ranks are
required if using the FF+LF+SP strategy. Five formation ranks using either the FF or FF+LF
strategies are not enough to contain a crowd size of 100.

Protester crowd remainder after 600s (initial value of 200)
Formation strategy
2 ranks

3 ranks

4 ranks

5 ranks

SP

99.6 (1.67)

110.2 (3.35)

120.4 (2.79)

124.0 (3.32)

FF+SP

99.8 (4.97)

105.6 (2.97)

109.4 (3.91)

111.4 (2.97)

FF

93.2 (1.92)

95.8 (3.83)

98.8 (3.56)

97.4 (6.11)

LF+SP

67.6 (5.03)

87.6 (2.30)

102.2 (1.92)

108.8 (3.56)

FF+LF+SP

72.4 (1.52)

86.6 (4.98)

91.8 (2.59)

104.4 (3.65)

FF+LF

66.2 (1.79)

79.0 (4.69)

77.8 (4.32)

83.4 (3.36)

Table 2: Containable protester crowd size after 600s using different formation strategies and increasing number of
ranks. Each value is taken from the arithmetic mean of five experiment runs, with standard deviation in parentheses.
Cells shaded in gray show values that meet the threshold of 100 protester agents contained.

Mean Formation Deviation

The mean formation deviation Dt of police agents provides an indication of the stability of the
kettling formation over time t. In 2-rank formations (Figure 9), the SP, FF+SP, and FF
strategies show very minimal deviation (in that order of decreasing performance) compared to
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the FF+LF+SP, LF+SP, and FF+LF strategies (in that order of decreasing performance), each
of which show a peak in deviation in the initial stages followed by a gradual decline as the
protester crowd size decreases. This result is consistent with the observed stability of formations
produced by the former three strategies and quantifiably demonstrates the extreme instability of
the latter three strategies, all of which have the lateral formation reference (LF) component.

Mean formation deviation using different formation strategies (2 ranks)
2
1.8
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FF
FF+SP
LF+SP
FF+LF
FF+LF+SP

Mean formation deviation (m)

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0

100

200

300
Time (s)

400

500
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Figure 9: Mean formation deviation of police agents in 2-rank formations using different formation strategies,
showing the variation of performances. Strategies that have the lateral formation reference (LF) component exhibit
extremely instability compared to those that do not.

As the number of formation ranks is increased, the performance of the LF+SP and FF+LF+SP
strategies improve dramatically, and in fact when the number of formation ranks is increased to
five, they show similar performance to the FF strategy. However, the SP and FF+SP strategies
still perform the best while the FF+LF strategy still performs the worst. Looking at the mean
formation deviation index in increasing ranks of the different formation strategies (Figure 10),
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we can see that after a peak in the initial stages (the size of which varies with ranks), the
deviation gradually evens out to roughly the same value regardless of ranks. This behavior is
exhibited by all strategies except the FF strategy, which oddly shows slightly worsening
performance with each rank increase. Strategies with the lateral formation reference (LF)
component show extreme instability at two ranks, but the aforementioned dramatic improvement
of LF+SP and FF+LF+SP can be seen even at four ranks, at which point they show deviation
indices an order of magnitude smaller. These results indicate that while having the LF
component makes a formation strategy unstable, having the SP component as well allows it to
become very stable with an increase in ranks. A strategy with the FF component by itself
actually shows slightly deteriorating stability with an increase in ranks, but combination with
other components overrides this peculiar behavior.

Mean formation deviation in increasing ranks of different formation strategies
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Figure 10: Each sub-chart shows the mean formation deviation performance index (in meters) over time for the
respective formation strategy in two to five ranks (note the larger scale of the y-axes on the right column). SP and
FF+SP are very stable and show little improvement in performance from three ranks onward. FF, while also very
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stable, shows worsening performance with an increase in ranks. Strategies with the LF component show extreme
instability in 2-rank formations, but at 4 ranks, FF+LF+SP and LF+SP show similar performances to the strategies
on the left column. FF+LF also shows improving performance with an increase in ranks, but not to the same degree
as the previous two strategies.

Table 3 shows the mean deviation of police agents from their ideal positions in the kettling
formation after 600s, using different formation strategies and an increasing number of ranks.
Based on the differences in values, we can categorize the strategies into three brackets of
stability performance. The SP strategy is alone in the most stable bracket, while the FF, FF+SP,
LF+SP and FF+LF+SP strategies fall in the middle bracket, showing comparable performances
in any number of ranks. Lastly, the FF+LF strategy is alone in the least stable bracket.

Mean formation deviation of police agents after 600s (in cm)
Formation strategy
2 ranks

3 ranks

4 ranks

5 ranks

SP

7.4 (0.3)

8.2 (0.5)

7.3 (1.2)

6.3 (0.8)

FF+SP

9.0 (1.5)

9.7 (1.2)

10.3 (0.9)

10.1 (0.4)

FF

13.8 (3.0)

13.2 (3.0)

16.6 (2.9)

16.6 (1.2)

FF+LF+SP

10.6 (3.1)

12.4 (2.5)

13.3 (3.0)

13.8 (0.8)

LF+SP

13.5 (2.4)

13.2 (1.9)

12.6 (1.6)

13.4 (1.3)

FF+LF

22.6 (6.2)

26.4 (4.8)

22.3 (3.7)

29.6 (5.9)

Table 3: Mean formation deviation of police agents after 600s using different formation strategies and increasing
number of ranks. Each value is taken from the arithmetic mean of five experiment runs, with standard deviation in
parentheses. Each different shade background shows a potential grouping of formation strategies based on similarity
of performance in terms of formation stability.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a behavior-based agent model of the crowd containment tactic
known as kettling, in which a multiple-rank line formation of police officers blocks the passage
of a group of aggressive protesters. We examined the performance of the kettling formation (in
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terms of formation stability and penetrability by protester agents) using different strategies for
the formation maintenance behaviors of police agents. Our results show that a formation strategy
where police agents each reference a designated static position within the formation irrespective
of other police agents (SP) produces optimum performance in both measures (i.e., high stability
and low penetrability). A strategy that combines static position referencing and forward
alignment maintenance behaviors (FF+SP) performs comparably to the purely static positionbased strategy, whereas a strategy using forward referencing exclusively (FF) does not perform
as well and shows very little improvement in performance even when the number of formation
layers is increased. On the other hand, a strategy that combines static position referencing with
lateral alignment maintenance behaviors (LF+SP) shows even worse performance in thin
formations, but this performance shows considerable improvement with an increase formation
layers, approaching similar performance to the purely static position-based strategy in thick
formations. A full combination strategy using static position referencing as well as both forward
and lateral referencing (FF+LF+SP) follows a very similar pattern, showing just slightly better
performance than the former in thin formations. Lastly, a strategy consisting of both forward and
lateral alignment maintenance behaviors but without static-position referencing (FF+LF) shows
the worst performance among all the strategies. Moreover, while increasing formation thickness
results in lower penetrability for this strategy, it creates very little improvement in terms of
stability, with entire ranks of the formation invariably becoming completely displaced by the
protester crowd even in thicker formations.

Future directions for this research will consist of the exhaustive exploration and sensitivity
analysis of formation control behavior weightings in order to fully evaluate the disparities in
performance produced by different types of formation referencing. More significantly, our
results require validation – possibly by way of real-world experiments involving human subjects
instructed to form a cordon and to maintain its integrity by attempting to remain in physical
contact with adjacent individuals in the cordon, as specified in the different formation strategies
used in our model. Such experiments will serve to refine the behavior of our model to more
closely reflect the empirical data. Additional refinements to the model will include more
complex agent behaviors and scenario definitions that will allow the simulation of variant
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kettling types (as discussed in Section 2). Pursuing these steps will be crucial in order to realize
the model’s long-term potential for development into a computational tool that can aid in the
training of various police forces in more effective crowd containment techniques.
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